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Flow of Liquid Slag through Coke Channels
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The blast furnace is the primary liquid iron production unit for the majority of the
world’s steel. At present, our knowledge of the blast furnace does not extend to a full
description of the material flow, chemistry and internal physical structure of the furnace.
This is due to the highly complex inter-dependent thermal, physical and chemical
phenomena within the furnace, and to limited access to the furnace to observe important
phenomena directly. This study is focused on developing an improved understanding of
liquid flows in the lower zone of the blast furnace. To this end, two experimental
methods have been developed in which the molten slag flow through a laboratory scale
coke bed and the flow through a narrow channel in coke are studied. The lower zone of
a blast furnace may be approximated to a packed bed. Therefore, fundamental studies of
liquid flows in a packed bed and channels developed between packed coke particles
should offer insights into blast furnace performance and operation.
To minimise the effect of the inherent heterogeneity in coke obfuscating experimental
results a synthetic coke (coke analogue) has been developed1,2 and used in the
aforementioned experimental methods. In the coke analogue, the porosity, mineralogy
and mineral phase dispersion throughout the coke has been controlled and
characterized3.
In this extended abstract, preliminary results of the flow of molten slag through coke
channels are presented and discussed.
Experimental
In order to simulate the flow of slag between the inter-particle voids of a coke bed the
experimental set up given in Figures 1 and 2 was used. A funnel shaped cavity (Figure
1) with a channel was cut in a coke analogue sample. A pressed and sintered slag pellet
was placed in the funnel cavity. The analogue and slag were heated under argon in an
electrically heated furnace (Figure 2) and the slag melted. After cooling, whether the
slag flowed through the channel and any interaction the slag had with the analogue were
characterized. This procedure was carried out for a number of slag and coke analogue
compositions and different channel diameters. The experimental conditions used were
1500°C, with a dwell time at temperature of 30 minutes, a purified Argon flow rate of 1
L/min and slag and coke analogue compositions as given in Tables 1 and 2. The slag
compositions chosen were based on what might be expected in the lower zone of a blast
furnace and to exclude the effects of oxidation of the coke analogue with FeO.
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Slag pellets were prepared from laboratory grade oxides and sintered at 800°C. Coke
analogue funnels were machined and their channel diameters confirmed using optical
microscopy.
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Figure 1 Schematic presentation of the
flow of slag through a coke channel
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram for the
apparatus for the dripping experiment

Table 1. Slag compositions and viscosity used in this study.
Slag
Initial slag composition in Mass pct
Viscosity at 1500ºC,
Pas (calculated4)
CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO V ratio
A
40.7 37.4
12.5
8.8
1.1
0.26
B
44.0 34.5
12.2
8.8
1.3
0.18
Table 2. Coke Analogue compositions used in this study.
Designation
Mineral type
Minerals Content in Mass pct
COKAN
No minerals
0.0%
COKAN-CA1
CaO.Al2O3
4.4%
Results
Preliminary results showed that slag A flowed through channels of diameters ≥4.4 and
≥5.0 mm for COKAN-CA1 and COKAN respectively. Slag B flowed through channels
≥5.0 and ≥4.4 mm for COKAN-CA1 and COKAN respectively and only partially
flowed through a channel of 4.4mm for COKAN-CA1. Channel diameters lesser than
these values showed no slag flow through the channel.
Examination of the interface between slag and coke analogue revealed that slag had
penetrated the surface open pores of the coke analogue. A Typical micrograph and
SEM-EDS analysis for two major elements in slag (Ca and Si) at the interface is shown
in Figure 3.
Fukutake et al5 described six major forces that act on the liquid that flows through
packed bed in general. By eliminating forces related to motion and gas effect, we obtain
the forces acting on a liquid phase statically suspended at the top of an inter-particles’
void as described by Husslage 6 and given in equation 1.
4σ cos θ
(1)
ρgh = −
d
where, ） is slag density, g is gravitational acceleration, σ is the surface tension of the
slag, θ is the contact angle between slag and coke analogue, d is the channel diameter
and h is the molten slag head over the opening tip (12 mm in experimental setup used).
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This equation is based on the force balance between the weight of the liquid slag and the
capillary repulsion force. At a certain channel diameter, the liquid slag hydrostatic
pressure overcomes the capillary pressure and the slag starts to flow through the
channel. This is analogous to case of applying the Young (1805) equation to the process
of infiltration of liquids into porous media where the porosity assumed cylindrical and
open7. Using characteristic values for ）4, σ4 and θ6 in equation 1, d can range from 2.6
to 5.4 mm. The critical d values measured in this study lie within this range.
Ca:
Si:
COKAN

Slag B

Figure 3 Micrograph of SEM and SEM-EDS analysis for Calcium and Silicon at the
interface between slag B and COKAN
Conclusions
The flow of slag through channels of synthetic coke (coke analogue) at 1500ºC revealed
that there is a minimum channel diameter needed to allow slag to freely drip. In this
work, the minimum channel diameters were between 4.4 and 5.0 mm for the
combinations of slags and cokes examined. The results were in good agreement with a
simple force balance analysis based on gravity and capillary forces. Further extension of
the experiment is needed to cover other combinations of slag and coke compositions.
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